Associated Board Grade 4 aural tests
A. Sing (to ‘lah’ or ‘dah’) from memory a four-bar melody played twice by the
examiner. The key chord and starting note are given and the pulse (beat)
indicated.
Hints: tap the beat with your hand or toe as you listen to the music, so you can hear
how the rhythm fits over the beat; try to visualise the patterns of the pitches – do
they go up or down; do they move in scales or arpeggios patterns? Sing confidently,
even if you’re unsure, and make it up if necessary! Practise as much singing as you
can – anything you hear on TV or radio.
B. Sing five notes from a score in free time (ie. with no rhythm – sing at your own
pace) within the range of a third above or below the tonic. The key chord and key
note (tonic) is given first.
Practice: sing in your head the first three notes of a major scale going up, and then
the first three notes coming down; then try missing notes out. (See separate practice
sheet.)
C. 1. To indentify certain features of a piece played by the examiner. You might be
asked about the following. Try to use the Italian terms.
Dynamics (forte/piano)
Gradation of tone (crescendo/diminuendo)
Articulation (staccato/legato
Time changes (rallentando/accelerando)
Tonality (major or minor)
Character (try to think of some words to describe the piece – eg. dance-like; marchlike; beautiful; calm; flowing; swaying; solemn; sad; happy; jazzy; modern;
dischordant; repetitive; playful; majestic; mysterious)
2. To clap the rhythm of a short extract played twice by the examiner and say
whether it is in 2, 3 or 4 time.
Try to listen out for the time in C1
Practice: listen for all these features in music you hear on radio or TV. What time is it
in? How does it make you feel? How does film music set a particular mood or scene?

